Plurals

1. ** ** ** ** ** ** **
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Encuentra las diez formas plurales que se esconden aquí:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
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Plurals

- This worksheet practises the spelling changes involved in making nouns plural in Spanish, as well as how to put them with numbers, so as to avoid common errors like “siete el ojo”!
- For the first exercise, students count up the pictures and express their answers as a written number and the plural form of the noun. There are some nouns that have been included because their plural form will involve a spelling change.
- There are ten plural forms, each comprising a number and a noun, to find in the wordsearch.

Answers:

1. nueve estrellas
2. cuatro lápices
3. seis arañas
4. ocho manos
5. tres ordenadores
6. once cruces
7. cinco ojos
8. seis libros
9. siete flores
10. dos aviones

1. cinco leones
2. doce cintas
3. dos perros
4. nueve ositos
5. ocho vacas
6. seis tazas
7. siete ojos
8. treinta libras
9. tres flores
10. veinte casas